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IntroductiA

EducatIonal planning, in the'most-broad sense, is the appncation of rational,

systematic analysis to the proceSs of eduCational development with the aim of

/-

makIng education more effective and efficient in responding to the needs and goals

of its students and society (Coombs, 1970, p. 14). It deals with the future,

di:awing ideas from the past. It is a blueprint for the present hut also a plan

for-the future. Therefore it is a continuous process concerned not only with-

where to go but with how to get there and_by what best route. What is the

educational planner and advisor's role in.this complex process?

The hi:story of educational planning prior .6) World War Two had four key

featured:

1. it was short-range in outlook
2. it was fragmentary in its coverage of the educational-system

3. it was non-integrated inthesense that educational institutions were
planned autonomously witnout explicit ties to the evolving needs and
trends of the society ahd economy at large

4. It 4.6 a non-dynamic kind of planning which assumed an essentially
static educational model that would retain its main features intact
for years (Coombs, 1970, p- 19).

These features liere unsuccessful and required that a new 'kind of planning became

necessary, a planning which looked the.past, present, future, and saw the

evolution of education as necessary. It is the purpose of this paper to discuss

general guidelines for personnel involved in national and international edu-

cational planning in science education. Educational planning in developing

countries will be emphasized.

Educational planning and advising occurs in most nations of the world.

DevelopIng nations have the most crucial problems with educational planning and

advising, because of the following factors:

1. Often large numbers of people are uneducated,

2. The nation feels development a necessity,
3- Education seems a key to development, and
4. Finally, a drive to spreae education throughout the nation begins.

4



At-a series of UNESCO conferences early in the 1960's education ministers

of Asia, Africa and Latin America set ambitious regional targets for educational

expansion-in their respective regions to be achieved by 1980 (by 1975 in the case

of Latin America). These targets were widely adopted by individual nations.

They called for 100 per cent participation in primary education by the end of the

.target period, and sharply increased participation rates in secondary and higher

education (Coombs, 1970, p. 25).

In this immense undertaking problems arose uhich'generally had not been

foreseen. Educational planning and advising could not adequately deal with t4m

beforehand. However, their development has emphasized the need for careful

attention to planning. ,These problems were:

1. Wasteful imbalances within the educational system. For example, school
construction may-nave received a high priority while the expansion of
teacher training,was.neglected.

2. Demand in excess of capacity.
3. Costs rising faster than revenues.
4. Non-financial problems, In particular these Liere:

A. The limited administrative abilitiee.ac.iducational systemS to
plan and to transform plang; and money into &sired results.

B. The long time required t_o recruit and develop competent staffs for
new schools and universities.

C. The limited capacity of local construction industries.
5. Not enough jobs for the educated eventually groduced by the sc400ls.
6. The wzong kind of education. For example, most education did not

condition rural youth forsleadership in rural and in agricultural
developMent, which was indispensable to over-all national development,
instead it tended tn alienate them from their rural surroundings.

dif
While all these problems greatly handicapped many nations, great efforts

-

and strides towards mass education were taken. The lesson is that in view of

our knowledge of what can happen planners and advisors must carefully co er

what they do.

In order to appropriately plan for effective scieace education the p anner

must work from the general to the specific. Such a procedure may begin wi a

study of`the history-of educational planning and move through a discussion qf

priorities and objectivas and end with strategies for implementation and eval-

uation of science curricula.
0



make.real Progress in,planning, a-general frames4ork for such planning mutt

first be built Ttuch a 'framework tan.include"the following five propositions.

1. Educational planning and advising should take a long-range view.
Ideally this should be constructed Of three sections:
A. Short-range (One to two years)
B., Middle-range (four to five years)
C. Long-range (tento fifteen years)

2. Educationalplanning should be Comprehensive. Advising should fit into

a comprehensive.plan.
A. It should embrace the whole educational system.
B. It should attempt.to extend its'vision to important types of non-

.- formal education and training to ensure their effective integration
with formal education and with the priorit';r needs and gOals of socieiy.

3. Educational planning should be integrated with the plansof broader
economic and social develooment.

4. Educational planning should be-an integral part of etlucation'al management.
It must be closely tiea to the processes of decision-making and operations.

5. 'Education,1 planning must`be concerned with the qualitative aspects of .

educaticr.11 development, not merely with, quantitative aspects (Coombs,

1970)..

In order to apply these five propositions to practice the educational
planner -and advisor must consider five key planning questions.

1. What are the priority objectives and functions of the educational
system and each of its sub,systems (including each level, instituti:on,

grade, course, class)? .

2. What are the bes of the alternative possible' ways of pursuing these

Various objec ves and functions? (This invOlves consideration of
alternative etLcational technologies,,their re)ative costs, time. ,

,requirements, feasibility, educatiOnal effectiveness, etc.)
3. How much of the hation's (or community's) resources are devoted to

education at the expense of,other things? What appear to be the limits
of feasibility, in terms not only of financial resources but of-real

resources? What is the maximum of resouroes that education can effec-
tively absorb in a given time period?

4. Who pays? How is the burden of educational costa and sacrifices
distributed among the direct recipients of education and society at
large, and among different grqups in society. How well adapted is the

present public fiscal structure, and otlier soui.ces of educational

revenue, to attaining a sooially desirable distribution of the eurden

and at the same time a sufficient flow of necessary income to education? .

5. How are the total resources available to education allocated among the

different-levels, types and components of the system-(e.g. teachers -

salaries vs. building and equipment vs. textbooks, free mea/s, scholar-
ships, etc.)?
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Majaz 4pproaches to Planning

These keipianning questions often involve three m.ijor approaches to

N%

'educational planning. These are the Soci$1 Demand a pproach, t he Manpower

proach, and the Cost-Benefit approach (or Rate-of-peturn approa ch)-
,

The Social Demand approach most commonly means the aggregate popular demand

for education, that is, the sum'total of individual demands for education at a

angiven place and time under the prevailing cultt ir al, political d economic

circumstances. The culture itself, the climate of attitude& and con-eictions about

. ,

what.education can do for people, is undoubtedly the mozt inf, uential f.ictor of

all in determining the social demand fr education, provi--led 17ecple can p.c., :or it
^

.

(CooMbs, 1970).

The'Manpower approach Ls preferrec by many economists. e arg1;:-*.nt in

favor is as follows: Economic growth is the mainspring of a narion's. total
.%

development and thus should be the major consideration in dllocating 5carce

resources.. Economic growth, however, requires not.only physical r-1;0.1rc; and

.facilities but also human resources to organize and use ther!3 71:us th...

ment of human resources through the educational system is an important'

for economic growth and a good investment of scarce resourcet, provied thf' V-Ittern

and quality of Oucational output is getred to the economy's manpower

(Coombs, 1970). The Manpower approach an usefully call attehtioh to

neettf.

ed(trc=c

and inbalances education's output pattern that needs remedy. :t can also

educators useful guidance on.how, roughly, the educational T4alificationn tht,

labor force ought to evolve in'the future -- what the relave proportin

be of people with a primary education or less, secondar7 ed1jon, anl

...IelIncateamounts of post-secondary trailaing. ,iowever, it can also attempt :0

details, of manpower requirements, butl this is exceeding.IY difficult !ue to 14c

of available demographic data in most nations and to the er,c of 1:.11!or,-;ern

economic and social upheavals in the world.



The Cost-Benefit approach is what an indi-idual roughly applie$

It

brnt.kr.

15
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..
1 hi:;.how best to sped eeed his means.a his money when his desires T,

. X

alternatives, weighS the cost of each ..471r' the corr.-srir.: ----4t"If=17=- ."--1 irr -

utility h'e_feels it will bring 1.m, and tiler.- 7hoone:,; ths:;t: ;:-..1.rtL3r -;71'71%
. r

within his means that promise the higher.t ratio of 11,ncfit:,- t.i, :::-.!-,-

t
e

present stage this approach !ells us much more .1!,c,t ' _ ;,.1.-:t t7.1 ;' ' -1=-.

the future. While we calk useful'v l..!..trn from

not want, to repeat it. . 1-!*10 1.i!.1

to make a number of tenuc: /:,..- -* ;

must be treated.'"with cauticm

None of these a:-.2roacher;

planning and a./ining. The

take the existinz :-r :-::--.

its scale: They are es::eht:a:1; :-.;, 1/ .0*

verY 'useful. is:owevo,r, 74, ;. ; . 1.

with getting d;wn ini.!.., tf.-! t.-. 1:-..! _:..1:,..-...:..;
.
_

efficient and productive.
,

Five needs for .1e.t.ent

today and must be dealt with. They 4:e.

1. The three appr%-s
dynthesized into a

2. The numerous met:,-7:07; !
must be further An!

3. An effort must 1,e --A:e
!nation flows nee.:ed iv- ;

4. A general apT,rec :

participation in tn,
5. Organizational .t: it Iv!

patterns 'Must 1:);f 14! ,o

General Factors in ?lannin;:

9

Once embarked upon devising in ;:a%

targets and to decide the.amountn money to )c,*r.;e77.
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independently of.the general growth prospects of the economy or of the economic

-

planning serviCePs. The types'of.factors which influence enrollment should be

determined.

The first such factor of'influence is demography. this- is a basic condition

which heavy influence for the entire educational policy.

A seCond factor is the attitudes of the different social groups toward

further schooling (beyond primary) and the changes'in.these attitudes (Poignant,

p. 33). .The planner should investigate differences according to social and occu-

pational groups and according to district. Trends intthe.attitudes of social

-

groups should also be.studied. In some countries a trend favoring more secondary

edUcation occurs with economic growth and the rise in the standard of living of.

all social classes, bringing with it a general awareness of the advantages to-be '_
gained from further education. In the very long term, it indicates a tenancy

towards equalization of the behavior of the different social'groups. The planner's

problem,is to estimate the extent to which this trend will affect the number of

enrollments during.the period of the plan.

A third factor is government educational policy. Such action may take the

form of: encouraging voluntary further education by providing financial aid; over-

coming geographical difficulties; facilitating the transferfrom primary to

secondary schools; and extending adinission to the,university to those having

completed'training in technical secondarl schools (Poignant, 1967, p. 36).

The expected rate of economic growth is the.fourth factor to be considered.

Economic expariSion and the resulting rise,in family living standards create new

material and psychldogical conditions which favor the expansion of further edu-

cation. 'To some'-extent,'the changing demand for education might be said to be

simply a reflection of economic progresS. The need to train the workers, exec:

utives and experts required to develop the economy means that manpower needs are

an important second aspect.of this factor, which should be considered when fixing

the targets for the educational plan.
, 9 t
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By analyzing all the -factors described above,forecasts can_be made which

show the expansion required'ai the variouS levels of education and in various

levels of edu ion and in various special categories.

:-

Once targets. ;&e set they should be reviewed and decisions made as to the

levels and branches of ephication which ape to be given priority.

Detographic expansion must be given absolute priority in a dountry where

all the children gO to SChool. Where compulsory schooling is-not yet general, the

demographic factor is no longer.a first priority.

111

Family demand may or may not be met in full, depending on whether social
r

considerations or purely economic motives must.be taken into account.

Basic.reforms such as longer compulsory schooling may be applied immediately,

.postponed temporarily, or spread over a longer period.

'Training plans for skille4 and highly killed personnel shpuld in principle

be kept intact since they are an actual condition of economic growth.

These are all quantitative priorities. Qualitative priorities may,also be

.zionsidered. Within the financial'limits set, the decision must be made to expand

education quantitatively to4its limits, or to restric't Its expansidh to maintain,

or improlie, the quality of educatiOn.

The choice of standards is perhapS the larest qualitative problem. It occurs
;

in every area but perhaps most frequently in the area of science education. A

decision must be made on what standards to require of the teachers and on what

pUpil-teacher-ratic. to set.) The choice made generally-determined fiow many pupils

will be served within the financial limits available.

The use of new teaching methods is another i-.oblem area. In many developing

countries, the rapid demogr4phic expansion and the scarcity of human and financial

resources have so restricted the choice between quantity and quality that the

4r"k.
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whole question of teaching methods may have to be reviewed; a widespread and rea-.

sOnably adeelate education must be attempted.but it must cost less than traditional

education (POignant, 1967, p. 44).'

The choice of qualitative priorities should be based on both teaching and .

financial considerations. If this choice is to be really valid, it will require

very actilie cooperation between'the Department of Ministry of Education and teachers

in ,..:ompiling the plan, and also a new slant to research on teaching .methods. From

the".financial point of view, the choice should be based on preliminary studies of

the real cost of the education provided by the various alternative systems. Conse-

quentl, the analysis of the costs and, if possib11.., ofthe'returns correspOnding

to the variations in cost, is an important aspect of educational planning.

No nation can have all the tducation which.it thinks necessary or desirable,.

rather any country must promote or empnasize programs which have high priority

4
and discard or tone down those with.low priorities. Choices miist be made in six

critical areas.

g. The choice between levels of education. .

2. The choice between quality and numbers.
3. Science and technology versus the liberal arts.
4. Formal education versus non-formal_training.
5. The choice of incentives. .

6. The purpose of education (the needs of the state or of the individuals

within it).
(Harbison, 19670 12-15)-

The essence of planning is the making of choices in the six critical problem areis

described above, and making them so as to strike a balance between priorities and

-tEus promote the social and political as wellcas the economic, goals of the country.

4
Costing Educational Plans

Once an educational plan'has been developed it is essential that it be costed.

;

Generally, to do this'a unit is chosen, either; 1.) the number of teachers, or,
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2,Ythe number df pupils, or; 31) the number of schools, as a basis fe'r Costing.

On this basis, a range of data is providedl -- that is to say the cost.of providing

the given unit is derived from experience, end then the national upit cost is

/.

multiplied by the total number of units in the system to derive the total cost.

:

NatiOnal unit cost x Total number of units = Total Costin the system..

No one of these units is generally suitable for all purposes. Roughly, for

educational costing purposes, it is fairly,safe tO assume that the crucial variable

is the number of teachers. It woulii be unsafe; however, to assume-that this -is

the only variable. The best procedure would be to divide educational costs into

. -
ttlree parts:

1. Those related to pupils,
2: Those related to teachers,
3. Those related to buildings,

V

and to adopt units for each,of these parts. (Anderson, 1967;3.3-BO.

Once the data for costing a plan has been assembled, then they can be used

to help decide priorities. The costing of alternative programs as accurately as

pdssible over the longest possible peEiod as a basis for .reasonable comparisons is

one of the fundamental purposes ofthe costing procedures. Generally the costs'of

edFation are largely fixed in the short rlin, so that the real issue that has t
t..

be 'faced is the problem of makingcost projections for the middle and long range

when choices are more open.. Since the loriger ahead the cost is projected for, the

more hypothetical the figures become. ranges of estimates are necessary which t3ke

into account factors which.are likely to affect future costs in education.

'Six basic factors.can be considered:"
0

1. The first factor is that there will'he 4hanges in the price level, in

real costs. Since the major item in an educational budget is teacher's
§alaries, and these do always,moNie in the direction of the general price

index, it is important to devise a'price 'index for education separate

' from that of the index used for tbe exonomy at a irhole. 4
1

.*

I.
a
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2. The second factor wtich affects educational costs is the c!sanges in the
relative roort1or ct f::e goods and services that enter into education,

the nief t'- is t.t.. tea,-her'o salaries.
3. The thini wnich affects educational csst o. is the increase in the

child the oti size of tne child
importan t ir iru inn 1.:.ei.ween various age grou---s is also

Tne frt r itfe -4! e ir thff f uture ne ri
in edacatinal
*n-se fitth i ;

e :..!

The sixtt: i,:t.sr T rt ".,i7.7 r.

hi4t:er "J. o;:,mr-ri: of
71 I r 7 n :

t."7 . . 7'1,177, f.,:r
.7.. r .1; :!

r.:. ..71 ".

(An

: 7, 71.11 + + .

4

t*+

A7.7. ;,\ t-

104-,ole anal_
-hkc 1 (.:Y!: :f

rdu-zat. .rt cf

r." "7" r .. t.`-.cre i e fxP ;3;

of ancillary

in varic-.1s servi:es ir

gr. 7:,ast,=ns ti iiV in.i.re,asi!torl..0- in t'flOor,c,l,,,,rirt

its »!!arr.,t1r,..I.5, .7-Jr" 42 car;eiifens, a.iitntactlie and fire)

tiere is. tf,e 1.3.nzen :

pea, f.arner-s

1 3
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In the early stages a economic development, the first group, the ancillary

services, may attract enterprising spirits. As the economy develops the numbers

in the first group tend to rise and in the second to drop. Farm laborers, prch-

ably will not need schoGling in the early stages cf developmeLt, tut begin to

need education AS modern farring methods develop.

With full-scale develocrt-nt programs in being, the ;.-rimary and lower

secondary sc'-,ocis woll te expected to contritute 1-.st,htiaily to the

a:hievement of following objectives in the quality a± the rural population.

I. Incentives: 7he a:loptLA of more ar-titioun ftAnlards of living with
sufficie;.t realisr tr: call fortn new eftcrt.

2. Attitudez.4,r-ld

A. inquirig
P. increase'd forfsi,r: radiner,s to 1,ck
C. increased accuracy and r.-1.11::ilitv

initiative in acptinii,r A me',"hod or tai.in4 acticin on which
others in the commurity are !-oldinz: tack

E. readiness t ori har.f oJtsiite the cucto-Arv i-le, when recesr_:arv
F. readine * rew wava ar.! wt 4.±e ircrea.ce

efficier,c; rcr r-P :ern institutirns
:k1.115:

A. reidln.7

B. writih,-:

(.2. calculair,-,

V. handin.: tfcr All irscin,1 a tir

4. Knowledge a!;71

A. of chamre
B. of econcrlisl

of science tan elf:mentiry in3ight into scient'.fic method, where it
can and where it cannot t'e applied; other approaches to knowle,Ige,
old and nPw, eizecially t ed with local beliefs and T:roblers,
elementary hiclo;77)

It will

d. of hygiene and
(t;riffiths, )

se ' t.3t, 1.;:art trp-r. th.arnir ,z, ,:fr some elementarY skills, the

stress is c'n a,:quiring certain attitudes of mind and the bases for understanding

and cooperating in change. Adding to the quantity cf factual knowledge is not

the problem, !..ut changing he T .itv cf thin .7,4 very much is.

1 I
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The planner will have to be clear whether his planned development of rural

education is to be aimed at achieving all or only some of these objectives. Re

cannot arrive at a satisfactory opinion on this unless he knows the time, the

money, and the number and quality of the staff that would be requi!yei to bring

about different legree of educational change.. Once he has.these essential

figures he can weigh the ergency of eaCa of thesj reforms against developmental

4emand.1 in other sectors of the economy.

Starting with what ii resently available, the planner intent on itemroving

the eualtiy of reral schoei can recommend objectives of different levele oi

diffieeltv, de;-eendine on the men, money, and materiale that can te made ava eille

110and en the tiee that elapoc eefore the referee teccee effe-tive in the

schools.
i

As a first, einir1!i :tee it weuld be wiee to scrutinize the cceteet of tN4.

books u.1 tv the chillren.and the schmes of week drown up by the teaceere. It,

as is likely, these ere to-end to have little reference to rural life and itn

practieal activit7o, it should be possible, witheut scrapping existigg hooks
,

and schemes, te introlece sepplementary eaterial more closely related to the

needs and interests of the community around the school.

Even to achieve these reforms, it is nece sary to devote time and thought

to tbe method of presentine -these new materials to the teachers. With poorly

educated and often untrained teachers, it ie of little use expecting brief notes

or outlines to be effectiee. The material must be vcrked out in detail for them

by educazors experienced in the work of the primary school, and they must be

taken through it, stee by step, in short courses. The mere this supplementary

material can be male specific to a locality, perhaps with the assistance of local

development cfficers, the more chance there is that: it will te taught with a

sense of realist and not treated as an academic exercise.
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Any reform going be,epond these limited measures must involve not only a

change in teachieg methods but also a, change in the conception that the average

teacher has of his job. tor this, one needs money, time, widespread cooperation,

continuity of policy and personnel, and leadership of a high qualtiy.

fro achieve maximum change a revoluticn in the kinds of teaching in the

schoots is necessary. The difficulties in the way are considerable:

1

1. Since it is 4 basic duty of the teacher to teach ele. ntary skills in
reading, writing, and mathematics and certain established factual
knowledge, he resists the idea of encouraging children to find Things
out fcr themselves. Inquiring seeme a waste of time to him when ee
could tell them.

2. If i-quiry is (v.courag,ed, the poorly educated and ill-read teacher nay
find himeclf often unal--le to deal with children's questions.

3. A forward-lcokine t.ut realistic concern attempting te lin the simplified,
ceear-cut knewleege of the claccr-:m with the complicatf:1, charv:ing
affairs of everyday life not only is to exchange certainty for uncer-
tainty, tut sec m:. to many to conflict with the duty ef tee7hine the
children a standid set of skills and 4nformation on which they can le
examined.

The teacher who cir skillfully teach for change is ufsually rson of

consideratle eduo3tion. Normally he or she needs to have been through tne kind

of educaticn deeft ±3t is given at the post-seecneary and university level.

Such education is expensive, nct cnly Lecause of its length but also becaese of

the increase salary r3tes sebsequently demanded by the teachers.

The achievemeet of maximum referm would therefcre take a long time, eerhaps

thirty years or norr, while a generation of teachers received a much fuller

educaticn. It would also involve a great increase in expenditure to attraet

students of better qeality to the teaching prcfession, and a consideralle inerease

in well-qualified staff to man the higher clesses in the additicnel seccnda

schools and the new training institutions that wculd be needed. As a leng-tern

program this is the ambition of most eountries, tut, such a soluticn weuld apeear

to be impractical for the present (Griffiths, 1968, p. 28).

16



-Intermediate objectiVes are possible. Such a PrOgram can be set up as

14

follows. A small unit of half a dozen science education exnerts bn different

grade levels can f,Drm,the re of the movement for reform. Their task will be to

prepare is 'ietail the lessor.: and supp lementary material for all grade levels.

Whatever their grade level specialties they must work in the closest touch with

one another, because each new idea that is introduced must be related as far as

possible, to other grade levels, in order to counteract the common habit of

teaching something once and expecring complete understanding and application.

Teacher's handbooks nu t be prepared, containing: ample suggestions for experi-

ments, inveatigitions, and rractical activitias tne pupils can undertak

Inspectors will need to be guidPd on what to 1 0. for when vicitin claies, and

examiners mut te given suggestions on how to aciapt their examination question7.

*to the new curricula. They must estimate what changes in ideas, attitudes, and

teaching methods they can, in fact aemand of th majority of teach(-rs with any

hope of success. Then, the new courses and materials must be aimed at achieving

this degree of change.
VA

A plan with this intermediate 'eb jective will take considerable time to

have an effect, much more than the two or three years needed for the minimum plan,

but much less than having to wait for a new generation ot better-educated teachers

to mature and take over. One should think in terms of a decade or more.

The costs of the intermediate plan will not be insignificant. They must

cover:

1. The employment of a group of experts,
2. The Publishing of textbooks and teacher's guides,
3. Broadcasting,
4 In-service courses for teachers,
5. Conferences of inspectors, examiners, and head teachers,

6. Publicity, and
7. Follow.up measures to support ex-pupils.

17
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The plan requires only a small group of hignly expert staff, but their

quality, the continuity of their service, and the inspiration of their leadership

will be crucial.

The effects cf the plan are likely to be patchy, but at least some students

will catch the new way of looking at things and most teachers will gain a new sense

of purpose. But it is essential to regard this as a transitional stage, and not as

the final goal of school reform. In the long run, nothing will guarantee work of

high quality in the schools, without a group of teachers that is well-educated and

well-traired.

The Primary School

The primary schools are the basic part of education. In most countries, most

primary schools are rural schools. Most of the children's parents are poor farmers.

They do not want their children to become poor farme:-. They, their children and

most of their children's teachers believe firmly that wage and salary earners live

a better life t.le subsistence farmers, that town life is superior to village life.

Primary schools are part of an education system which is both selective and

competitive. For this reason it is hardly realistic to expect parents, children

and teachers to regard primary school in the tolerant, easy-going way in which it is

often regarded in Western societies.

The primary school system is the largest part of any country's 'clucation system,

but often it is the poorest in both money and quality. Nor would it be realistic to

expect any immediate betterment in the financial prospects for these schools.

Populations are rising, economic growth is barely keeping up with these figures,
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anci most countries are corimitted to a policy of quantitattive expansion of primary

,..-,

school systems to overtake the population growth.

Qualitative improvement is sadly needed, most significantly in the standard

of vhose who teach. Teachers, are mostly under-educated,under-trained and under-

paid. Possibly, most important of all, they are under-valued.

A closer look at what primary schools ;each and how they teach it reveals

serious problems. In most cases the curriculum in schools is inapproprate to the

needs of the children and the community. In many cases the schools are bad because

the tea!hing in them is formal, unstimulating and inefficient.4
These inadequacies are often apparent in their syllal of instrucpion. But,

in most schools, it is neither the syllabus nor the examination requirements which

are the main determinants of what teachers teach children; rather it is a kind of

oral tradition of 'survival teaching' handed down from one hard-pressed, under-trained

teacher to another.

Everyone agrees that change is needed, but as to what kind of change is required

there are two rathei different points of view. One, there are thbse, mostly educators,

who see curriculum reform largely in terms of the improvement of the process of

learning. Two, then there are those, mostly political leaders, who see as the main

function of curriculum change, the reorientation of youth to the rural community which

so many of them are now striving to desert.

Though views on the purpose of primary education may differ, the desire to change

the present system as quickly as possible is almost universal, and a good deal of

actiiity is, and has, taken place. Unfortunately, there is little effect by all of

1 9
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this curricular activity on the attitudes and approaches of those who teach,

those who learn and those who send them to school (Hawes, 1972, pi. 17).

These failures are due to several factors:

1. 'The difference in objectives between these who design and those
wh8 teach curricula.

2. The lack of money,and the lack of manpower to carry out the
planned changes.

3. A basic underestimation of the diffiCulties andscomplexities
involved In achieving effigctive curriculum change. ,

Curriculum Change Requirements - Primary Through,Secondary Levels

What does curriculum require? Curriculum change requires community support.

The chief difference of opinion between curriculum planners and the curriculum

users, arises over attempts to introduce rural and practical elements into the

curriculum in the hope of persuading school leavers not to forsake the land. In

this respect what the educational*planner believes, is good for the community as a

whole is not wnat the individual child and his parents believe is good for him. It

appears, therefcre, T.hat, since those who irame primary school curricula are often at

cross-Fur.i,oses with those who use them, considerable cons.11tation should take place

betwee=n the two.

Secondly, curriculum change costs money. "Sood education costs more than bad,".

at C.E. Beeby has said (Beeby, 1966, p. 20). Yet the following'situations still exist.

A. At present, most lower grades,subsist on a single reading text with the
result that children learn to read the reader but not to read. SufficiInt
reading and library materials cost money.

B. Frequently, primary school claves are overcrowded and housed in very
temporary accommodations. Proper management of primary activities requires,
besides a well-trained teacher, a limit to the number of children in one
class, a minimum standard of equipment, and a lockable ciassroom where it
can be set out and displayed. Moveable furniture is also desirable though
not, perhaps, of the very first priority. All these things cost money.

2 0
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C. Quite often wherethe teaching of vocational or Pre-v,),:ati.:nal
is attempted lack of equipment may make it inc-nL1.
Tools and seeds, cloth and thread and sewing mlcnih..:,
more money than do chalk and exercise boo',..s.

Thirdly, curriculum change depends on people not

curriculum change so deeply as the energy, capacitie5

18
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! :

one of the main reasons for the failure of so many 4' .7

has been that the teachers have teen unalle to in-.pierr°n1

materials, either by reason of their inffieient

training had not fitted them for the new

retraining had -takeil, place.

The difficulties and of re-!tui:li:,g

estimated. Even suPposing a t.ach'r iJ efu:tti,,..n 7.1%

- skills and attitudes to study an: adopt

! s t

it is naive to assume that l'he cc.17-iJete L! a; t .:

changes at the primary level often icy,tulae, i:e;;Av%. :e

refresher course. Let us assume the :;itLation ;!':;- .."
1rT

like to introduce the new approa-neo t, primary ef,. it; n .*

America into a system largely formal in it% empha5:. !

average teacher? He may be asked to cquire:

A. New approaches to mathematic.:, ir.vojvr.. h, learnir.

terminology and an entirely new aiproai:h to N..T:'er

B. New approaches to science, inviving.,
local environment anl an under:7,tanding c:
new to those schooled in a historical 1%1 .!e:Cr1;!4,

subject.
C. New approaches to the.teaching of enviro%,ren'al

synthesis of subject-s'hitherto ecnsidere.1
practical experience totally at variance
methods.

2 1
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D. Skills in the teaching of vocational and pre-v,!-_-.atic.:-..,i1
involving, for teachers tr. 'ned in a traditi:-.;nal ;a e,!".r-n, :-. 'T'''''*(a great fund of new knowlt !Fe an.1 ' 'i-.-41t:-. :.', s"..L::: .% :-.,.,,, st.-.- '' -'-1:

to the purpose of educati n 04,1..ies, I::2, ;. A ).

The. ordinary teacher is being aed to acquire a ar-nt

the same time increased inellectual de:r..1%!n
; .

7 4' r

initiative and more work. Better curric.ula sirr;ly !

more highly trained teachers fe27. !%e
,

Fourth and last, curriculur . chAng re ;

,related to curriculum planning W.:V1 .1!

A. Problems cQnnec-e!
B. Problems ccnne ! :n . .

distribution o: new
C. Problems connec'e! a !, I. . ".;

Of thought and : ew 1.

approach, with th)., t. .e..

Changes in th,? curric'ulur- :

system (and thus reiuir.: ). !. ;- %A

quantit'ative aspects can ih !en p;e7...,r1:

I. Changes !r1 curricula, n%.111t,i, - .

A.. A change in emphvxis e .7 -. .n::. :;.-

new subjects and. - 7

on staffing t.)rmul.-te, tt e:

ratios, recurring u.-;s!.. ;-er :den:, ah:,

provided for teacners, :-11

B. Such changes 411) alter tn, 7 ! '
teachers of each s:.:1'..Hrt, in tern "-%
for the numbees cd teamer 1.
courses.

C. Changes in the nature nd r ity :e.:

arising from changes i. .
1

would result In changer in unit re 7..er:n,: L.

2 2
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1

II. Changes in teaching methodology
A. This may have an effect on the siies of teaching groups and

staff requirements. There would also be a change in requirements
of equipment, and in costs.

B. The whole of the technical aspect must be considered - that is,
staff, buildings, equipment, runnihg costs, etc. for which the
.full cost may not be available.

III. Changes in the requirements of training and qualifjcations of teachers
A. A change of this nature' is usually an upgrading of total education

and training required of a teacher. Such a change can have an
important eTfect on salary rates and..costs:

B. A change in .the length of training means a ctiange in the dttput
dfrom the same total enrollment or vice versa?

C. A change in the level of intake may mean a need for.higher
qualifiAd staff in the teacher training colleges and a consequeNt .
problem with regard to the disposition of the existing lower qualified
,staff and the possibility.of additional training for them.

IV. Changes in class sizes and/or student/teacher ratios
A. There would be a resultant change in the numbers of classes and/or

teachers required for the same given enrollment.
B. There might be a need terchange the sizes of rooms, and possibly

adapt existing buildings.
C. Thus, there would be consequent changes in both capital and recurring

unit costs.

V. Changes in the structui of the school system
A. If a new type of course were introduced, some of the important factors

which would have to be considered are:
1. The educational level for Afttry to the course.
2. The qualifications and rates of salary'of the teachers; and

the staffing formula.
3. The length of the course.
4. The desirable and practicable size of a'school and possibly

its amalgamation with other courses in an integrated-school.
5. The need to supply transport or boarding facilities.
6. Non-teaching staff aad their salary raids.

cv,

7. Needs for the daily running and administration of the school.
8. Arising from all consideratiOns, total recurring and capital costs.

B. If a course were abolished or reduced in volume; consideration 'would
have to be given to the future of the premises, equipment and staff
thereby released. If a course is abolished, plans must be made to tun'
it down since there would be an obligation to students already in the
program.

2 3
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C. If the number of gr des oj a course is changed or if two
successive courses re amalgamated:
1. To achieve a given output, there would be a change in the

.
total number of places in the course and in the total
requirements of teaehers, premises and equipment.

22111An increase in the 'number of grades means a year without
an output, and a decrease means a year with a double output.

VI Cbanges in the grade at which specialization occurs may mean considerable
changes in%the following:
A. The qualifications and,subjects of teaching staff, with

possible consequent and changes in salaries.
B The kinds of teaching rooms,.
C. The kinds and quantity of teaching equipment.

VI/. Changes between separated specialized courses and comprehensive
education involves difficult practical and orgahizational problems
and has considerable and complicated effects on needs of staff,,,premises
and equipment and hence on costs',.both rdearring and capital.

VIII.Changes in policies of promotion of students within a secfor of 'i1e7\

educational system. A change from tested to automatic promotion will
. have an effect on repeating and may effect drop-outs, necessitpting /-

a change in repeating and promotion rates to be used for projections

IX?, Changes in the school calendar and/or time-table organization and/or
utilization of pemises .

A. Changes to or from multi-shift or multi-session classes and/or
staggering of school calendars and/or time-tables have effects

(( v)
on staffing.formulae and scales of buildings and equipment, and

A, consequently on capital and recurring unit costs.
B. Changes in scales of accommodation for the,purpose of changing

. the degree of utilization of premises have effects on unit costs
and to alesser extent on recurring costs.

X. Changes arising from population distribution and migration
The educational planner must be aware of the practical implications
of proposed policy in relation to the distribution of the populations
which the schools serve. The policy on the choice of day, day-
transportation, or boarding education must be viewed in the light of
the practitability of students being able to attend school regularly
from their own or other people's homes, traveling or foot or by some
fOrm of transportation. (Chesswas, 1969, 39-40)

2 4



Strategies for Curriatildm Change

The plannang of curriculum change is a very complicated business, which, because

it has implications at every stage for financial and administrative policy, cannot be

L. divorced from'at:

Curriculum change is so complicated that no straightforward statement of the

processes involved can avoid the charge of oversimplification. Yet in the simplest

,

analysis it is possible to specify five tasks which face those who would attempt to

plan changes.

114 A. They must gather information on which to base their planning.
B. They should decide what the objectives of theii'rcurriculum should be and

discuss these objectives with the curriculum users..
C. They need to work out a strategy for ourriculum change, decide on its timing ,

and extent, and how it is to be financed. They must set up the administra-

tive mathinery to control it.
D. They must undertake the detailed processes of curriculum development: the

planning, trial and modification OT syllabi. and edUCational materials,

leading to their introduction into schools.
E. They need to devise means of evaluation and feedback through the development

o'f an efficient system of school.examinations and through other z:.4pes of
formal and informal evaluation to be undertaken at all stages of developing

the curricultm.

Basic information to be gathered can be grouped into four major areas.

I. Statistical Information (Should be shown separately by sex and in the form
of national aggregates built up area by area, in view of the probability of

discrepancies b'etween component areas of the same nation).

A. Students and population
1. Comparison of the number of students in a level or stage of an

educational system with the estimated population of the age group
which corresponds to th t level or stage, by means of an enrollment

ratio and a non-schooli g gap.
a. Enrollment ratio--th percentage obtained by dividing the total

of enrolImelts in a lebçl or stage of education by the population
of the age group which corresponds to that level or stage.

b. Non-schooling gap--the difference between the estimated popu-
lation of the appropriate age group and the numbers enrolled in
the educational sector corresponding to that group.

C. The annual progression of these two indicators. If either were
worsening this woulc indicate a need to increase the rate of
growth of enrollments if a goal of universal and compulsory
education is to be achieved.

2 5
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B. 'Flows of students and production of 'outputs'
1. 'Grade-by-year.sequenceS of enrollments in each part of the e ducational

system through totthe graduates from the terglinal grade in the final year.
2. Information about flows vithin each part of the eduCational system in'

/ the form of numbers oe,entratts to the initial grade (and numbers of'

(..entrants from ouTside the sector to%ttier gradesi if they-a* signifi-
cant); flow rates (promotion, repeating and dropout). and:graduation
rates.

3. Information about flows of studvnts from on* level or stage to the next
..,

...: in the form of rates of promotion related both to enrollments in the r
terminal grade of the sector, to source of the studentsand to
graduates from that grade. (Chesswas, 1969, 16-18).

C. Grouping of students: ,classes and schools .

1. A corrigete-picture of the Class by.gradaistructur,e of each school%
together with the actual enrollment in each class of each'gracte.

..

2. A summary of the total number of Classes at each°grade in each group-
of schools.

3. A summary of the numbers of schools by class-structure by grade.
4. A summary of nubbers of.schools by numbers of classes and by enrollment

sizes. .

.

5. The average size of- a class at each'grade.
6. Numbers of schools by. the number and pattern of planned teaching groups,

by numbers of teachers and by enrollment by grade. (Chesswas,,1969, p. 22).
D. Teachers and other personnel

1. Stocks of teachers .

a. The stock of teachers Ln each part of the educational-tystemh
compared withthe desirable situation based on official staffing'
formulae. -

b. The stock of teachers in the whole active teaching force and.ot
trained teachers outside of the active teaching force who wish to
return to teaching,.

2. Mobility of tachers - .

a. Numbers and proportions of graduates (and possibly nongraduates)
from teacher-training courses who immediately enter teaching. .

b. Numbers of teachers taxing courses for changes in-qualifications.
c. Rates of loss of trained teachers from active teadhing classified ,

by., reason for leaving. ' .

. . .- '

,
.

d. Rates of return of trained teachers to active teaching plassified -.
by source.

e. Stocks of teachers by age group. (Chesswas, 1969, P. 24).
. .

3. Student-teacher ratios
...

4. Numbers of teachers in service: by sex, by qualification, by

national/expatriate
.

a. In each sector of educationN. services
1). by specialization kihere applicable,

% 2). by propoution of full-time.
,

b. By age group (five-year; single year for the last five years before
retirement age).

5. Numb'ers of trained national teachers wanting to return to teaching

a. By sex. .

b. By qualificatifn. '

c. By specialization, whe-e applicable.

2 6
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6.

7. T-=o-mat;ctl on -,=-..7.-'n.7=tr-=tor= =n= ir.pctors tar to

on the stooks ar= mr-h":ty of.t.=,=crs.
E. Num-her= s=- non-t=cn'nz =t=== =tu==mts.
Financinz of eriusaticr. (by sector, o7er as lot.; atperiot as --ble)

1. So-"ces
s. _ -r--

sources air fo-e;zr. az=, "--:^7=r hy ouis"c/pr:v.tt.

21. Sources o= -n== 'or 1,7

a4=.
3. The prop"rt'or.tP t'vls'on sf r=t'on.: f4n..no:ng of reourr'nz experd-

tures between n n_lc ant tr:v=oe (2nesswas, s. 2E).

F. Exmen=tdres on
I. Total expenditures

a. Recurrinz Ixpentitures ty s.ector, ty nationaliforVzn

b.

.t.it.

Cap't..1 expenditures ty ototor, by nationalforei.En

C. Total n=t'onai expentiteo, by recurrinz/caoital, ei-;.ret-.-= as a
propormi"n ;:f a national or tomestc
Proportions of total national reo...rrinz exptnst_ra on oat-ion

soin: sn tach -e---r.
t. Comparison of total rec..rrtnE exter.titure -="re'zn

total capital tx-,,enCit.:re, foreizn ait. .7.neotwas,

p. 30).

C. rC_Ioational uni: coot: (2tatistio exoeni:tureo, t cnz and students
should be sumnarizet anS .inalyzet ts zive tnt followir.; information.)

1. Fecurrin; costs
a. Cost: of teaonero

I). Tne o: teacnurs or ,Lon qualification 07 :ex in eacn
area of tne edus±iticna: system ant on each point of eacn salary

scale.
2). rr, estimatd altrate

in each area.
h. Non-teacter rosos

1). Avtraze non-teache:' ex;:eh7:tures per s'f..dent enrolled cy ma

element of txpens.ture by =etts".
2). 4r, avtraze ot e,.t:m,tet ntneteasner exptnditures per

student enrs:.ltd.

a. Scales of acoct:t-oduti:.,n, tsrhiture and equil,ment us, ty
sector.
1). Scales r:;'.sse, and cv flo " are.

2). Scales of furnitru ant equip7ent.
b. Costs of construction sf sonosIs per ni ct arua, se:tr.

c. Cost of furniture und t;uip:tent T:er student lace, ty

d. Differentials to oe app-ied to f. and c. for e:Jcn area.

(Chesswas, p.

2.

es cf teatners of each qualification

II. Present iractices in tne scnoo-,

A. Sylla.ti recommendet.

B. Curriculum actually tollowed.
C. Scale of e(.,uipment r,cor-mend:

D. Scale ct equipment aot:ially
E. Language policies an-t pra:tites.

F. .Actual and intende: elations fetween the so and the cs".munity

which thty serve. 0?awes, 1Y72,
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the children
A. l'he nature cc -he ..:"-al o-7-ure 4= wh-Tch they zrow uz ai

the effects of these on children's attitudes to learning.

B. Their cognitive develop:cent in reIation.parricularly to the
develop=ent- oc zeroent;cn, c'assictat-7on and al-straotion
stages of development.

C. Their oazab"'-;,== an 1--.:t=t'ors-

D. T1-,e;v asiraticns =nd the. exten to wh;oh th=s= are met.

(Hawes, 1972, r.. 2E)._

=--out te.act=-= an the r.or-'7tions 'n wn;ch they work.

A. Their acat.==;r, 'inguistic, and professional haokgrcuhds.
.4+ B. Their a-titu4e th= pre=eht

The' att't-d'es t°w='s p--opcals 70 change..
D. Theil- re'=t;on w:th! the ocr7r.-dnicy they serve.

The;r norae.
F. The;- a iratis for :he (Haw=s, l2, 17. 25).

M.uch of =h.= ebove 'n=ornat'on ,,hsc'd ice acou'rd by hezdn-asters, teachers and

inspectorc _ =h th's waY, these ceccle can be made to
-

their own local nowle-.±2.e and experience.they are providing informatich which they

alone can give; that they are alkist,;.n-cnange.

often Inv:ive:. Tne.r= ;z -el'om =ny :ncent;v= =:r the.m to oo"eot infornat'on.

present, :doh people arc not

They do no: know what Information is reccired, hcw to collect it or what to do with

AP
it when they have it. :t is necesza-y to:

1. provide them with cone ctinalcs and some tralninz;
2. ae.rdrd come financial or przfeccional re'_wfoition fo: work

"'one 'n the fiel or to = reearn element into tee_cher

upgradin and retrain:ng cc,crses;

3 provide in-service co.;rses in elementary reoearch and sJrvey method:

for servmg teachers ant tncoe wno s'...pervioe them ir the field.

Such field r,:,earch needs to be centrally directed, collated and actei cr.-on. This

involveo :he identificatior . of coordinated cerias of packa;ze recearch pro;efts,

va.:fdation projects, :,uitabie for field wor'Kers to s:".ertake.

At whatever lvel :he of Ihforlmation occurs, somebody nah to:

1. fentify the priorities and trear them uown into nani-,e-al-..1e re,s..earch tacks;

2. tind i:eople to, carry thee asolg,rinnt-.J;

3. collect and coliate the inforration received;

4. see that It lc acted cpon.

2 8
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In the first case this may mean a committee representative of various interests at

the =tiversity, in the Ministry of T.:.-ducation, and from the schools. gush a committee

needs a full-time secretary to guide, to interpret and TO follow-up the decisions.

For the remaining tasks it is certain that a full-time research co.ordinator is

required who may act as secretary cf any research committee. Eecause research shows

less immediate and visible results than other forms of educ,..tional investment it may

be necessary to seek external aid int-he initial funding of a research coordinator

and for some ^-= the most pressing contract research projects. :t is to be hoped

that the results obtained will convince skeptical governments that this aspect of

curriculu-1 planning is ws-th investing in, and that, in fast, it is a waste of Money

not to do so. -

,
u-e -asiu .,n_acrmation nas been gathered osfectives must ~,e establcshe-' if

serious curricull reform is o occur. There must be national objectives closely

linked with political policy and philosophy. Within this framework objectives must

be worked out for each level of education end for each subject in the curriculum.

Common objectives can De identified as valid for the first stage of education, where,

ever it is undertaken. Such a statement :;5: ..bjectives has been supplied by a UNrSCO

meeting, of Expe7,-ts on Curriculum of Senera: :5;ducation helci in\l9C8 in Moscow. A

summary of this sttement follows.

General Objectives for Curriculum Development

1. Learning to lt.:_arn: Basic knowledge and techniques
A. The aim should be to teach methods of thinking and

of expression.
B. The basic techniques, reading, writing and arithmetic

and of observaticr) should be taught as tools, not as
C. The ends are the development of the use of languages,

reasoning, of p)rposive.learning, of an enthusiasm to
ability to receve instruction, of an ability to worr
(and of an appreciation and critical awareness of the

in Developing Countries

wsrking and means

2 9
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2. Communication .

,
A. The development of The hasic communc:-ation skills of reading, writing,

listening and speaking.
B. The ends are the develosment of vocabulary and the use of accurate

language patterns, of the ability to listen and comprehend, of the
ability to express.

3. 'ialues of society
A. The development in individuals of the basic values or society learned

through actions and situations rather than through formal instruction.
B. Such values as those attached.to learning, those involved in interacticin

with others, adult-child relationships, role differentiation, attitudes
to other persons and glitups.

C. The development.in individuals of a sense of national unity and of
the role of their nation in a wider world community.

4. Personality--The development of certain aspects.of personality, especially
those involving the expression Of feeling and relations with others.

5. Participation in a variety of activities--in music, art, poetry, physical
activity: in a variety of areas of human:experience.

6. Health and hyglene--to learn fundamenral habits end attitudes towards health,
nutrition and hykene.

(Hawes, 1972, 23-29).

Such general objectives are of value as a framework for curriculum planning. '..:nless

they can be interpreted in the light of a national political and educational philosophy,
. -

however, they are in danger of remaining expressions of hope rather than plans for

act,ion.

To frame and state objectives is not sufficient. They must be known-and under-
%

stood;by the people whose job it is to act on them and transmit them, the teachers.

They have to be clear about them and certain enough of them to he able to explain

to those who ask, to teachers less well-trained than themselves, to parents, and to

children.

1.

2.

3.

There are three main implications o'

Those who frame objectives must
be both easily assimilated by a
The objectives cannot simply be
and opportunity to discuss them
make them their own.
Since these objectives
school serves and since

extress them in such d way tha/- they can
teacher and tranumitted Sy him.
memorized. Teachers must have the time
and the difficult:es in achievinr them.to

need to be discussed
their attainment

with the community which the
depends on community understanding

and acceptance, teachers must De trained to understand and le 'able To
communicate with the adult community, particularly the aduI: rural community.
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At all levels the problem arises of the balance necessary-between the

objectives we wanrc to achieve and the Objectives considered possible to achieve.

While the goal may be to effect changes as fast as possible,the amount of change

affordable by a system or tolErable by an average teacher is limited.

Where circlInctanOes are adverse it may prove wise to be content with the

following relatively modest obfectives for p-imA,'y education:

17/ The achievement of permanent functiona:1 literacy in one language.
2. A satisfacory level of simple numeracy. .

3., The development of a sympathetic awareness of the environment 6c
which the children and their.school are a part.

4. The development of a degree of national pride and consciousness.
5. .The improvement of attitudes towards health and sanitation beyond

the level existing in the local community.
6. The inculcation, through the school, Of acceptable moral standards.

(Hawes, 1972, p. 34).

Many primary school teachers could feel.justifiable pride tb have achieved these

objectives with.their children.

-

To become a reality major curriculum change needs to be guided by a strategy.

ThAcope and nat_ue'and tiMing of the changes proposed must first be decided. Admin-
.

istrative machinery must be set up, financial support planned, and policy decisions

made before the detailed process of curriculum development can begin.

The Advisor's Role .

Since many educational planners work in the role of advisor it is necessary to

consider that role. The ways in which a person's advisory tasks can be carried out

depends, on the following factors to a great extent:

1. His professional competence,
2. The duration of his stay (four years seems best, Curle., 1968, p. 11),

3. His sponsorship, and
4. The place where he works.

As an advisor works in another country or in a sector of his own country which

is culturally different from his own, he will find that the difference in context

creates a major difference in content. The subject-matter of the job is different,

so too is the structure of the job, since administration is part of'advising.
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The most constructive attitude is one of reappraisal. His exnertise cannot

be imported intact. He must re-evaluate his local counterpart, understand the

relevance of his knowledge, and eventually establish the relations proper between

colleagues raiher than the polarity of adviser and advisee.

- If he does not cut himself off from his environment but tries to understand

it, he will find that the people he has come to advise, and in particular his

colleague, know much more about the situation than he'does--not just about-the

social and political context, but about the professional details and possibilities.

This whole initial stage might be characterized as earning the right to advise.

There are certain tasks which more appropriately fall to the adviser than to

others.

1. He can-carry out studies or write position papers for the use of his
colleague. It will be important that what he writes be addressed
primarily to his colleague to use as he sees fit. If the adviser
circulates his papers widely it might seem as though he were seeking
another role for himself and were by-passing his colleague, thus
damaging -the essential relationship. The preservation of this important
relationstlip demands that the adviser work with his colleague and to hi
specifications.

2. Another important job for the ad-iiser is to place at the disposal of his
colleague any specialized knowledgeor techniques he may possess. These
_will be particularly important where the local personnel have had little
experience in the field.

3. He will also be useful as a commentator, as a friendly critic, bringinE
to bear his different experience and background, on a variety of reports,
working papers, and lelan drafts.

4. He can perform a useful role in drawing attention to individuals or
publications of value in particular branches of planning, and in putting
his local.colleagues in tpuch with appropriate people and agencies in
other countries.

5. Report-writing is another-role which should occasionally be4engaged in.
A timely and judicious report can havea considerable impact, but it is,
aone-ocoasion venture and can never'substitute for the steady flow of
information and influence which result from a good adviser-colleague
relationship. Also, the report protects the adviser from subsequent
distcxtion of his views.or advice; it serves as a record of what he
actua/ly said and did.

The Curriculum Planner's Role

In school systems in developing countries it is necessary to decide the nature

and speed of changes possible in order to organize administrative, human and financial

support to slake them a reality.
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There are three ways to make the task more manageable for the curriculum

planner.

1. He can point out to his professional and political superiors how much
they are asking and exactly how much support he needs if they are not
to be disappointed.

2. Next, he can litit the scope of curi-iculum implementati* by insisting
that new curricula should only be introduced in schoole'where facilities
exist.to render its success possible.

3. Finally, he can extend the time.of implementation so that some breathing
space is gained for those who are engaged in preparing for the changes.
(Hawes, 1972, p. 35).

It is necessary at the same time ts decide who shall be responsible for

carrying out curriculum change. Experience seems to suggest that policy decisions

are far better taken at the ministry level, which writes the .;lans and makes the

estimates and, hires and trains the teachers, than they are in a curriculum develop--

ment center or an institute which does none of these :hings. The test option may

be both a curriculum planning section in the ministry and a curriculum development

center. The duties of each may be as follows:

I. Curriculum planning section
A. Draws up plans, or commissions them.
B. Makes certain that the financial implications of the plans are

reflected in estimates.
C. Makes policy decisions or sees that they are made.
D. Coordinates all the separate agents that must be brought together.

1. The servicing of planning and policy committees that bring
together the different sections of the ministry, the inspeetcrs,
the planners, the administrators, the men-from heacquarters and
those from the field.

2. Coordination of the professional committees set up to discuss
objectives and plan curriculum content.

II. Curriculum development center
A. Complements work of the planning section.
B. Works out detailed curricula.
C. Tests curricula.
D. Modifies curricula.
E. Assists in implementation of curricula.

Many policy decisions will have to pe made, often before a new project is

begun. The major areas of decision are listed below.

I. Curriculum policy (general)
A. Main objectives and major emphasis of the schopl curriculum.
B. Language policy.
C. Subject divisions and links between subjects.
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D. Setting up,:ammittees.
1. Size of commiti-ee.
2. Terms of refe,rence of committee
3. Composition of committee. ,
4. Relations of committee with full-time curziculum workers.

E. Target date for the implementation of changes.,
F. ?reposed pattern of imolementation.

II. Basic information -- Setting up machinery for identification, collation

and processing of basic information required for effective curriculum
planning.-

III. Links with the community
A. Policies necessary to make the community aware of the proposed changes.
B. Establishment of links with other ministries.

IV. Implications on building policies
A. Affect of new curricular policies on basic plans and costings for

primary schools.
B. Minimum standards which can be guaranteed for carrying out the planned

curriculum.
C. Policies necessary to raise all building to such minimum levels to

enable the new curriculum to be 1,mp1emented in them.

V. Production and distribution of books and materials.
A. Policy.
B. Centralization or privateenterprise's role in production and

distribution of books anl materials.
C. Financial allocation for tne purncase and renewal of equipment at

'various levels in the primary schools and 1imits resulting on the
production and distribution policy.

D. Official copyright and royalty payment policies.
E. Percentage of educational materials produced locally and imported.

F. Use of mass media in primary education and financial and administrative

implications of any decision for .their widespread use.

VI. Examination reform
A. The extent new policies necessitate a change in the type and structure

of tbe terminal examination.
B. Financial and administrative implications of changes.
C. Effects on the process of selection for the second stage of education.

VII. Teacher education and fol14-up
A. Extent to which a new curriculum policy will demand better educated

and trained teachers at various levels.
B, Implications on policies of recruitment into colleges and provisions

for payment of such teachers once they enl'ev the service.

C. Changes needed in the present pattern of inserv!..ce education in its

administration and the financial allocation for it.
D. Changes necessitated in numbers and quality of inspectors or in entire

policy of inspection. (Hawes, 1972, 38-39).
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Inservice training and inspection are the most in need of srom7t

Compulsory inservice training can assist curriculum: Without c%asge

often cannot occur.

Within the guidelines of a national curric.,;1,.= ;.-o.2.icy

of a curriculum planning unit the detailed processes of

occur. The planning of national curricular refsrm-su

stages:
4

,r
A preliminary stagg of controlled exclerimentan.

2. _A stage ol limited implementatin.
3. A stage 51= final evaluation.

1

4. A stage of universal dissemination (Fic%mor...:,

Ideally, the Procesn must 1-,e acc.a.m.;.anied in it's .:a!e:

nationwide revision of curricula in'T.he rer tra:%.%g 172

massive program of retraining for Lcilege !eacner:: 3%:

inspectors. Examination reform must accoa n. an.: me

of new curricular material. The wnsle ;:ros is inke,.:

distribution, and to the productionof mass media proiram. :e :

as part of the same operation rather than having TC be a2d int

\

later date. Problems are certain to occur during these ,-oce.st.e:-.
t-

follow.

1. Subject specialists should design the material. !3!.t it is

teams and should contain a large proportion of
use the material, either in schools or colleges.

2. Often too much new material is designed. Hater:A.1s

within the financial c of schools, and C;4.-_!

material already exist ng.
3. jmplementation in pilot ograms shoull ..'de tried .Lut in

sociat conditions as poss ble, in each case a cross-section An.1

not exclusively in the b tter schools with the fetter teacner.
4. The process will probabl ) take longer than politicians W,..".;:4 !G

./t is unlikely that pro erly tested and revised materials (An
under three years and i is wiser to allow.four. The :hree year
iS worked out on the ass ption that the initial writing the mA!eria:
takes nine months, testing in schools, a year-, revision three a%!

production and distribution a further year.
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.5. Only as much implementation as can be expected to stand a reetr.,:tie -
-chance of success should be attmpted. A more flexi.z.2.e sy:U,tou

involving the introduction of A new approach in a grasually
number of schools, and a greater measure of sTecializatin
beth in schools and.teacher's ccileges may make f:
what would otherwise he administratively

6. As much follow-up and a sympathetItic folisw-up as
Follow-up should provide someone to 'answer :;

demonstrate and re-demonstrate ne.t...j..ech.niqueo and v.:1.i:
7. Initial success in, a curricul.= profect

must be convinced to keep up the wo!.k. :!

Any serious.attempt to build a new scol

evaluating its eff. ciency. part, scch evaluutn 2a71 1,
\
\

examinations; but examinations, - .21 - :

//
than inst.ruments of evaluat'on.

examination policy and . ti2n :.: 7 .1

planning.

Since examinatign:)\are

'relationship between tht- !.

achieve, between the c!... cf 7

is hoped to introduce..

of reform rather than as a

N\Unfortunately :here areS77.t. C.._t_:.,:: ..t.; ...,V,: 77., :.-:..,r. ., '. :,;,1;.:

be established. Th.-, . 7.

largely as an instru.nent of :ecor...! "y ..r;

'it is administered. It may often te

by'those whose sympathies ie with se ),;:. ra!::er.

)fore, those responsible for developing curricula .r. ;-:rary ,.t..'e'

(direct responsibility for the examinations

It follows that any attempt to put the examinatic:n !)

of evalatiori and as a reinforcer of gc,od curriculum practices wi:1 nv:ve

curriculum planner in a struggle to change entrenc';e:i

battles on at least four fronts;
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1. He must attempt to establish what the examination is trying to ido. In

a primary leavingpexamination the emphasis must be'*--s...-:_jeaving.) It

cannot doublle as -a secondary selection examination.
2. He must try to-make such that those responsible for curriculum design

achieve acminlstrative control of the examination process and that at
every stage the making of the curriculum and the design of the instru-
ment to evaluate it a're coordinated.

3. He must see that the machine has its place, that personnel are trained
to make the west and most.flexible use of the techniques of objective
testing, ani that this form Of'examination is' used only for tasks which
it can adecuately accomplish.

A He must ensure that consideration is given, as far as possible, to
developing other forms%of valid assessment to complement that provided,
by formal examinations. (Hawes, 1972, 46-47).

School examinations are an imoortant form of evaluation, but their design and

application come Somewhat late in the process of curriculum development, and the

planner faces the necessity, as soon aslae starts using an exp.eriment'al curriculum,

ofryin tb see how far it is achieving the oSjectives set for it.

lajor problem with adequate evaluation is the inadequacy of personnel to

-undertake evaluation a*Id the lack of understanding of.how to use the potential

assistance already available. It is important to retognize evaluation as assess-

ment of how well a Curriculum is working. It is important to see it as a means of

finding where the weaknesses are and to recognize that this can be done well by the

peopY(in the field, by teachers, inspectors,.and headmasters. The curriculum

planner must give these people guidance on what questions to ask, either through

building the right questions into the detailed framework of a curriculum or by

bringing field workers together to discuss the aims of the evaluation and framing

-
the Ruestions'in consultation with them. The results of this less formal evaluation

can be added to information derived from the use of more scientific techniques.

All must be collated and, where necessary, acted upon competently and 'quickly if

the curriculum is to be improved and if the cooperation of those in the field is

to be retained.

The entire process is demanding of expertise, cooperation, time, and some

expense. Well-organized curriculum change is not impossible nor beyond the means of

a nation. Most of all, carefully planned And executed change is necessary.
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ow'

.Conditions for Success in Planning

The conditions for success in educational planning must be analyzed When the

planner and adviser begin their work. Several conditions have, through experience,

been established (Ruscoe, 1969, 33-34). They. are.:.-

1. Political commitment to educational planning must include both commitment
to establish planning offices and cOmmitment to support planning activities.

2. Educational planners must know what are their responsibilities and rights.
3.- Rigorous but not rigid diitinCtions must be made between political, technical

and administrative,areas of educational planning.
4. Greater attentlon must be given to diffusing the power to make political

and technical decisions so that it does not reside.entirely within one
position or a few positions at the top of tha4ower hierarchy.

5. ,Iareater attention must be given to the development of clear educational
politics and priorities so that educational planners have some better
notion of what they are planning for.

6. A central task of educational planners must be the development of clear,
technical alternatives as means of attaining given politicoreducational aims.

7. As a corollary, an attempt must be made to reduce the politicization of
knowledge prevalent in many countries.

8. Greater effort must be made to assess public opinion on the future develop-
ment and direction of education'and to elicit public support for the making
and carrying-out of educational plans. sa

9. Educational administrators must more actively support the changes.implied
in educational planning.

10. Where considerable portions of the educational system are not under the
direct control of the government, greater effort must be made to etablish
mutually beneficial coordination between government and private and
university educational authorities.

Meeting these conditions would seem to necessitate immediate, full-scale political

and administrative reform. But such reform is not likely to occur rapidly on its

own. Therefore a choice must be made: either to confront the problem directly,

seeking dramatic, immediatechanges in political and administrative arrangement; or

find routes which avoid direct confrontation. The indirect appraoch appears to

offer certain advantages over-the direct,approach.

1. Educational planners, because of their relatively weak position in the
educational areas, are unlikely to be able to bring gbout dramatic'reform,
either by themselves or with the help of a few sympathizers.

2. Failure to carry off reform may doom both the reform and the planners. ,)

3. Attempts at large-scale reform at this moment are likely to intensify
the political.and administrative constraints already present.

4. The indirect approach can be so constructed as to make use of certain
minor successes,which educational planners have already experienced.
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The indirect approach involves improvements being made by small increments.

There is danger that at any one point in this procedure educational planning will

be still only a pale shadow of what it should be.

There are four conditions which can be improvedwithout adopting policies of

direct confrontation:. (Ruscoe, 1969, p. 35).

1. Reinforcing the common ground betweededucationai and general planners,
thereby enlisting outside support for educational planning.

2. Capitalizing on good educational planning techniques-already, established,
thereby improving the status of educational planners.

3. Increasing educational planners canacity to-handle new data and new
responsibilities, thereby making them more ready to move into new areas
as they are opened up; and

4. Joining with those engaged in the study and reform df public administration,
thereby increasing educational planners awareness of current administrative
strengths and weaknesses which affect plan implementation.

Success in these four conditions will serve as first steps in improving the

environment in which educational planning occurs.

The decisions in an educational plan are political in their nature and in their

effects.. They are decisions about who shall get hew much ofa limited resource,

and when. They affect people in an important area.in human relations, the future 9f

their children. There are factors, political.in nature, which do affect educational

planning.

1. Formal education, used in all countries for the political mobilization
of the people, may be perverted 'so a; to achieve little else; or the
political content may'be adequate only to achieve and ensure a minimum
of national cohesion.

2. There is competition between regions, classes, institutions, political
,parties, economic interests and-persons to control or influence the
central government. 111

3. High priority for the production of skilled manpower involves new educe-)

tional inStitutions. Whfle this may cost.more than sending men overseas
for traininc, the training may be more relevant, and there is less risk
of trained, persons who may decide to stay'overseas.

4 The development of an effective bureaucracy, with the processes of selection
and promotion based'on merit, is essential. But the institutions of .

.higher educaLion tend to serve mainly those parts of the country which
have been longest under colonial or other western influence.

5. The edUcational planner is a product of modern western education. ,In
developing countries it involves planning to influence the course Of
social change. Adult and community education.are necessary for.this,
and they involve knowledge and respect for the familial and the religious.
The-adjustment is difficult, and those persons who can make it and act
effectively are rare. (Rowley, 1971, 53-56).
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The educator generally holds to the values of equal educational opportuni-ty,

and of the function:bf education in developing human potential and personality.
,

This brings Film to a dilemma. For, f he adheres strictly to these ideals, he
A'

.becoJes politically ineffective. He has to realize the existence of powe:7, and

how it must be wielded. Otherwise his plan tends to be a statement of what

ought to,be done in a political'system aS he thinks it ought to be done. TO be

effective he must produce an action plan-which can be modified without losing all

,that.he aims for. Otherwise his plan will resemble many of the'n'ational constitu-

tions proclaimed with high hopes in the last two decades or so. It will be mainly .

'7
e an assertion of respectability.

,On the other hand, tlie planner Without ideals can find himself used mainly

as a propagandist and technician by the government of the day. The difficult

task is to balance iat is best with what is possible.

/
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